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Re´sume´ :
Les e´tudes nume´riques et the´oriques sur le transport turbulent de particules mate´rielles mode´lisent
ge´ne´ralement le couplage entre la dynamique du fluide et celle de la particule par une simple force
de traine´e. Des expe´riences re´centes ont montre´ que cette approche e´choue a` pre´dire des proprie´te´s
pourtant e´le´mentaires de la dynamique de particules de taille finie. Ceci a donc motive´ une se´rie
d’expe´riences cherchant a` accentuer le roˆle de la force de traine´e agissant sur la particule afin de
tester si certaines pre´dictions des mode`les en question e´taient alors mieux verifie´es. Ceci est re´alise´
en conside´rant la dynamique d’une particule “traine´e” dans un e´coulement turbulent moyen. Dans le
travail ici pre´sente´, nous nous concentrons sur l’influence de l’inertie de la particule sur ses statistiques
de vitesse Lagrangienne et d’acce´le´ration. Nos re´sultats sont compatibles avec un me´canisme de filtrage
duˆ au temps de re´ponse visqueux fini de la particule dont le couplage avec le fluide environnant re´sulte
essentiellement de la force de traine´e.
Abstract :
Most of theoretical and numerical works for free advected particles in a turbulent flow, which only
considers the drag force acting on the particles, fails to predict recent experimental results. These
questions have motivated a series of experiments trying to emphasize the role of the filtering effects by
forcing the drag force to become an unambiguous leading forcing term. This is achieved by considering
the dynamics of a towed particles in a turbulent environment. In the present work, we focus on the
influence of particles inertia on particle’s Lagranian velocity and acceleration statistics. Our results
show that a filtering scenario resulting from the viscous response time of an inertial particle whose
dynamics is coupled to the surrounding fluid via strong contribution of drag is possible.
Mots clefs : Inertial Particles ; Turbulence ; Towed Body
1 Introduction
Turbulent transport of material inclusions plays an important role in many natural and industrial
situations. Being able to accurately model and predict the dynamics of dispersed particles transported
by a turbulent carrier flow, remains a challenge [1]. A critical point consists in finding a model which
would describe correctly particles dynamics over a wide range of sizes and densities. From a quanti-
tative point of view, no reliable model to describe and accurately predict the statistical properties of
particles advected by a turbulent flow has emerged yet (for instance, nowadays we are unable to predict
correctly the dynamics of water droplets in a cloud, what considerably limits our understanding of rain
mechanisms). Actually, even writing an appropriate equation of motion for a particle transported by
a turbulent flow remains a theoretical challenge, which has only been approached in some limit cases,
assuming generally point like particles, as the celebrated Maxey-Riley-Gatignol equation [2, 3]. This
equation assumes point particles as it neglects non-uniformities of the flow field around the particles.
In most theoretical and numerical studies, inertial effects are dominantly modeled by the Stokes drag
force resulting from the finite response time τp of the particle whose dynamics deviates then from
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Fig. 1 – Turbulence is generated downstream a grid in a wind tunnel. The measurement plane is
located 2.08m downstream the grid, in a region where the turbulence is fully developed, homogeneous
and isotropic. The sphere is catched with a low density wire.
that of the surrounding fluid. However the actual range of validity of this approximation remains
unclear. Recent experimental investigations have shown that this assumption fails to predict simple
dynamical features of finite size inertial particles [4]. For instance, while the dominant drag force
assumption predicts a low-pass filtering effect of particles velocity fluctuations with increasing inertia,
measurements show that the fluctuation level of inertial particles velocity remain identical to that
of the carrier flow, even when the particle inertia is large. Similarly, Stokesian models predict a
gaussianization of particles acceleration statistics as inertia is increased [5], while no such trend is
observed experimentally for finite size inertial particles. These observations address the question of
the exact role of the drag force in the equation of motion of freely advected particles. When is the
drag term really dominant ? When can the particle dynamics indeed be related to that of the carrier
flow by a simple filtering mechanism ?
These questions have motivated a series of experiments trying to emphasize the role of the filtering
effects by forcing somehow the drag force acting on the particle to become indeed an unambiguous
leading forcing term. Therefore the idea of considering a semi-constrained particle with an imposed
dominant motion relative to the surrounding fluid. In the present study, this is achieved by considering
a particle attached to a thin longitudinal wire in a wind tunnel experiment (see figure 1) ; as the particle
is attached its streamwise motion is blocked what imposes a strong slippage velocity (uz − vz) (where
~u and ~v are, respectively, flow’s and particle’s velocity) and therefore a strong drag force. On the other
hand, the particle is free to move in the transverse directions x and y. We note that in the reference
frame moving at the mean wind velocity U , this situation is equivalent to that of a particle towed at
constant velocity U . The results presented here are therefore also relevant to this class of problems,
with important practical issues for towed objects in water and air [6, 7]. In the present work, we focus
on the influence of particles inertia on towed particle’s velocity and acceleration statistics. The main
goal is to compare these to the case of freely advected particles.
2 Experimental Setup
The experiment has been run in a large wind tunnel (figure 1a), with a measurement section of 0.75m
x 0.75m where the turbulence is generated downstream a grid and reproduces almost ideal isotropic
turbulence. The wire used for catching the sphere has been choosen as thin and light as possible to
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Particle # Diameter (mm) Density (kg/m3) St
1 4.3 23.1 6.7
2 6.29 13.4 5.8
3 3.05 24.2 4.8
4 2.08 36.1 4.6
5 3.11 1100 220
6 2.43 1900 290
7 1.73 9130 950
Tab. 1 – Particle classes studied in this work.
minimize its inertia compared to inertia of the particle. It has a maximum lineal density of 20µg/cm
and is composed of three filaments of Polyamide-Nylon with a diameter of 25µm each. While particle’s
streamwise motion is blocked, the particle is free to move in the transverse directions x and y. Results
reported here were obtained with a mean velocity of 10m/s, corresponding to a Reynolds number of
the carrier flow of Rλ ∼ 150 (based on Taylor microscale) with typical scales : L = 5.5 cm (injection
scale), η = 260 µm (dissipation scale) and τη = 4.4 ms (dissipation time).
The acquisitions were performed using a high speed camera Phantom V12 from Vision Research Inc.
at a frame rate of 3000 fps to record particles trajectory (see inset in figure 1a) which are then
processed to determine Lagrangian velocity and acceleration statistics. Table 1 gives the class of
particles we considered. Particles inertia is quantified in terms of their Stokes number St = τp/τη
where the viscous time τp is estimated based on empirical observations of drag coefficient dependence
on particles Reynolds number Rep = |u− v|d/ν [8], where d is the particle diameter.
An original process was employed to estimate particles dynamical fluctuation rates, based on the
empirical extrapolation of the power law observed for displacement, velocity and acceleration spectra.
This method can be considered as an hybrid between an experimental result for low frequencies and
an empirical LES (Large Eddies Simulations) for high frequencies, which allows us to model the noise
effects at high frequencies.
3 Results
Figure 2a represents acceleration and velocity probability density functions (PDFs) normalized to
variance one for all investigated particles. Remarkably, all the PDF’s collapse onto a single curve
which is found to be well fitted by a Gaussian distribution. While gaussianity of velocity statistics
was already observed for freely advected particles, gaussianization of acceleration is an interesting
observation as a similar recent investigation made for freely advected fintie size particles [4] showed
that the acceleration PDFs remains in that case highly non-Gaussian (close to a lognormal with
flatness of order 8-9 independently of particles inertia). Our measurements are therefore in qualitative
agreement with a gaussianization of acceleration statistics when a strong dominant drag force is
exerted on the particle, reminiscent of numerical predictions by [5] for freely advected particles with
a dominant Stokesian dynamics.
As a result of their gaussianity, velocity and acceleration fluctuations are therefore simply characterized
by their standard deviations σv and σa. Figure 2b represents the velocity turbulent fluctuations rate for
the horizontal component of the velocity τvx = σvx/Uz as a function of particles Stokes number (almost
identical trend is observed for the vertical component). Interestingly, we observe that the turbulence
fluctuation level τvx decreases with increasing inertia in qualitative agreement with the filtering effect
predicted with drag dominated models [9]. This trend was not observed experimentally for freely
advected finite size particles. Acceleration variance is also observed to decrease with increasing inertia
(figure 2c), though this was already observed for freely advected particles.
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Fig. 2 – a : Probability density functions for velocity and acceleration for all investigated particles.
The black dashed line is a Gaussian with variance 1. b : Velocity standard deviation (normalized to
the mean streamwise velocity of the flow) as a function of St. c : Acceleration standard deviation
(normalizaed according to Heisemberg-Yaglom relation), as a function of St.
4 Conclusions
This work was motivated to investigate fundamental features of drag force acting on a particle in
a turbulent environment, with the particular goal to emphasize the filtering mechanism due to par-
ticles inertia and to reduce possible contributions of sampling effects. This has been accomplished
by considering a semi-constrained particle dynamics, where the particle cannot follow flow structures
and where a dominant drag is imposed by a strong particle-fluid slippage velocity. At the same time,
this arrangement is particularly interesting as it is analog to a towed system. Our results give a first
qualitative verification that a filtering scenario is relevant for describing the dynamics of an inertial
particle (even finite sized) coupled to the surrounding fluid via an unambiguous strong contribution of
drag. In the present configuration, however, a quantitative comparison with existing models is made
difficult due to the presence of an extra-force, namely the tension of the wire holding the particle which
also needs to be included in the analysis. First attempts in this direction, assuming a catenary-like
shape of the wire seem promising to give a transfer function formulation to relate fluid’s and particle’s
velocity spectra.
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